O*NET® Web Services Users

National, local, and worldwide customers use and rely on O*NET information, applications, and tools to serve the needs of their customers. The sample of users is quite diverse, and includes a wide variety of creativity and approaches aimed towards a range of audiences and purpose.

O*NET Web Services currently provides the latest O*NET data, search features, and career tools to 4,200+ users.1 Provided here are examples from five primary user groups to discover the diversity of applications and audiences leveraging O*NET information.2

Assessment & Career Information  650+ accounts

Commercial Products & Private Companies  1,100+ accounts

Disclaimer: User examples are provided to showcase the wide range of uses of O*NET Web Services. Organization logos are included for your convenience and do not constitute an endorsement. Trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

1 User summary totals based on existing O*NET Web Services accounts through December 2023.
2 User examples randomly sampled from O*NET Web Services accounts that made web services requests in 2023.
# O*NET® Web Services Users

## Education & Research Institutions

1,100+ accounts

- Youth-Centric
- Temple University
- TradesFactor
- ROKWIRE
- MHA Labs
- Michigan State University
- MetaMetrics
- Mathematica
- ENCOURAGE
- Hecat
- EDmin
- DI Helen 
- Da Vinci School
- COLLEGE FOR TN
- Encoura
- LIST
- National Center for International and Applied Education Research
- JCPenney
- Ohio Governor's Office of Workforce Transformation
- PATHWAYS TO FUTURE
- Next Steps Iowand
- IOWA WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
- Kansas City Workforce Development Council
- IHL - Institute of Higher Learning
- GERMIS
- Federal/State Government & Workforce Systems

250+ accounts

- Texas Career Check
- hiện Kinh Truyền
- Wisconsin Economy
- 25
- SWIB
- SkillSource
- NJ
- YOUNG WORKFORCE
- KENTUCKY CENTER FOR STATISTICS
- Government of India, Ministry of Labour and Employment
- Strike Workforce Development
- Certificate and Career
- CareerSource Palm Beach County
- CareerSource Florida

## Other & International

950+ accounts

- Whatrocks Consulting
- WellSky
- TW
- VETERANS 2 WORK
- TRIZ INNOVATION PVT LTD
- Traitstack
- teal
- Talentoo
- SURE QUOTE
- SG
- SOLID
- SNMP
- Skills Development Scotland
- segmética
- RoleCatcher